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The Power of Words
Do you know that an empowering word can spark ideas, open doors, change attitudes, and create solutions? Words can do
all these things and much more. They have the potency to redefine personalities, lives, and entire communities. Just think
of some of the things words are used for every day: To communicate a message To express a feeling To interact with others
To associate meaning, intention, and tone To record history To tell stories And so much more! When used the right way,
words can also enhance the power of the mind so that people can select what they process and what they do. The selection
of powerful words and images is conducive to a feeling of confidence in achieving personal mastery, however one needs to
understand their power to get the most out of them. It's time to delve into words their sound, their meaning, and their
secrets. Only then will you truly be able to comprehend and harness The Power of Our Words.

The Power of Our Words
Provides a detailed guide to better writing and speaking, illuminating the principles of concise and effective word usage,
sharing memorable examples, and offering tips on selecting words, using rhetoric, gender-sensitive language, and more.

Sticks and Stones Exposed
In this work, leaders at Desiring God's 2008 national conference discuss the importance of Christians employing their words
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and appropriately commanding their silences for the glory of God and the advancement of the gospel.

The Power of I Am
Write Your Own Magicshows you how you can use the incredible magical power of words to make your dreams a reality.
This guidebook presents the three magic steps essential to manifesting exactly what you want, for dreams both big and
small. There is no limit to what you can ask for as long as your requests hurt no one. For instance, you might want: ·vibrant
health ·a fulfilling relationship ·greater happiness ·more money ·a better job ·stronger faith ·increased creativity and
intuition All of this, and much more, can be brought into your life when you follow the step-by-step instructions in this
magical guidebook. Write Your Own Magic will show you how to create original white magic spells that make your hopes
and dreams come true. First, you'll learn how to determine your life's purpose. Next, you'll find out how to write magic that
makes your dreams come true in six important areas-physical, spiritual, mental, financial, social, and intuitive. Finally, you'll
discover how to use the hidden power of words-sacred names and secret writings, magic diaries and dissolving ink, along
with other simple white magic techniques-to make your desires, hopes, and wishes come true!

Girl Talk
Have you ever imagined yourself speaking to things and you see what you said manifesting?Imagine asking your business
to flourish and it flourishes.Imagine asking your finances to improve and it improves.Imagine speaking for a blind eye to
open and it opens,Imagine speaking for the deaf to hear and they begin to hear.Imagine living in a world where everything
you say comes to pass.Imagine asking trees to die and they die instantly.Now you have imagined enough, now consider
speaking to those predicaments in your life or around you. I want you to understand that the power to do all those
wonderful things is within you, it's not around you and you already have them. This book was not written for you to imagine
or start considering, it was written for you to start doing, it was written for you to start speaking with faith. In the name of
Jesus I urge you to;SPEAK! SPEAK!! SPEAK!!! And I assure you, you shall have whatever you say if you speak with faith. You
are blessed

Positive Word Power
Sticks and stones can break your bones and words can also harm you. Mae believes that words (whether good or bad), are
actions ready to happen. In speaking the written word, we bring it to life with unlimited potential. If you understand that life
and death are in the Power of the tongue, then by all means this book will give you insight on how you can check yourself
before uttering the wrong words to your children, to your spouse or to your best friends or even to your co-workers. You will
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quickly learn how to speak, when to speak, what to speak, and why it is important to use words to our advantage, to favor
ourselves, our children and our future. Mae demonstrates the Power of the Spoken Word. Her straight forward and
courageous style will challenge you to understand how the spoken word influences whole societies and how you can make a
real difference in your world today merely by what you speak. W. Johan Sturm, President of Animated Family Films

The Energy of Words
International speaker Sharon Jaynes believes that women have incredible power in their sphere of influence with the words
they speak. Words are one of the most powerful forces in the universe, and they can be used for good or evil. When God
created our world, He did so with words. He said, "Let there be" and it was so. While our words cannot bring into existence
things that are not, they do have the power to build courage into a husband's life, instill confidence into a child's heart, fan
into flames the dying embers of a friend's smoldering dreams, and draw the lost to Christ. This book is for every woman
who desires to use her words to build up rather than tear down, to encourage rather than discourage, to cheer rather than
jeer. It is for all who desire to have more control over that mighty force called the tongue.

Flourish with the Power of Your Words, Prayers, and Works
A surprising, and entertaining, explanation of how the words we use (even the ones we don't notice) reveal our
personalities, emotions, and identities.

The Power of a Woman's Words Workbook and Study Guide
Manifest the life you truly desire Choose the most powerful words and let the secret energy of language attract abundance
into your life! Join internationally renowned numerologist Michelle Arbeau as she shows you how to: Determine your top ten
power words Work with the top one hundred positive and negative words Attract joyful energy with practical tips for
positivity Calculate the vibration of a word through the language of numbers Learn from celebrities and clients who have
successfully worked with the power of words Negative words are energetic junk food. We can’t manifest our desires if we’re
using words of lack and doubt. Learn how to eliminate negative vocabulary and replace it with positive personalized
language that will transform your life into one of fulfillment and gratitude. Praise: "A fascinating discovery into the world of
transformation . . .Dig in and uncover valuable gold to help you in every way of your life."—Peggy McColl, New York Times
bestselling author of Your Destiny Switch

Power Language
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As it is written in God’s Word, when God speaks, mountains are moved, seas divide, worlds were formed, and at some point,
everything will be shaken. In this book, I will share with you life experiences I have had and tell you how what I spoke,
brought the desired results, through faith IN GOD and His Word. It is my hope and prayer that you will read this and it will
get into your spirit and that God’s Word will come out of your mouth, in faith, and you will see God’s Word work for you.

The Power of Our Words
There is simply no value put on words, we can all speak them; they don't cost any money, as they are free to all they are
simply not appreciated. Words, however, are the reason that one person lives a life of abundance while another person lives
a life of lack. Words can open doorways that hands can not. They can break down invisible boundaries. A few words can
destroy life or breathe new life into a withering one. Words can fill a person full of happiness or fill them full of despair.
Words can build up a person's confidence, or take it crashing to the ground. As most people do not value their words, they
misuse them, which allows the power of their words to work against them. They want to go in one direction, but their words
push them in another. This conflict is what most people battle with each day. They ask God to grace their lives with favor,
health and abundance, but their words keep them in a life full of disappointment, sickness, and lack. In this book, I want to
share with you the correct way to harness the power of your words, so instead of holding you back, they propel you towards
the life that you desire. The life that you were destined to live. I will draw from personal experience and Scripture to
illustrate how positive thoughts and words can be used to overcome every challenge that stands in your way. I will share
how important it is to stop the habit of talking idly about your problems and instead focus on speaking about solutions.
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do."- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe Pick up your
copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page.

The Power of a Woman's Words
Defeat the powers of sickness by prophesying words of healing Many Christians believe that in order to receive a miracle,
they must have a healing minister pray for them. But what if every believer could receive healing for themselves—or
release it to others—by simply speaking the prophetic words that God gives them? In The Prophetic Healing Power of Your
Words, Becky Dvorak draws from her personal experience and timeless Bible teaching, mentoring every reader on how to
prophesy their healing by using words charged with the power of God! As a missionary and international healing minister,
Becky has taught these principles to multitudes worldwide and has seen breakthrough results. Using a simple strategy, she
shows you how to speak God’s words and prophesy your own healing. You will learn how to: Understand and operate the
law of the spoken word. Release blessings and reverse curses. Create atmospheres of healing through faith-filled words.
Open the supernatural prophetic toolbox God has given you Activate the prophetic gifts of the Spirit—words of knowledge,
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faith declaration, and praying in the Spirit—to flow in the miraculous. Write and speak healing declarations that produce
answered prayers. The healing miracle that God wants to release to you may be just a word away!

The Power of Our Words
Language may be a teacher's most powerful tool. Every day the words, phrases, tone, and pace you use have the power to
help students develop self-control, build their sense of belonging, and gain skills and knowledge.This book, by an author
with more than twenty years of experience teaching children and educators, will help you recognize the influence your
words have on the children you teach. It will show you how to use language more skillfully, building a classroom where
students feel safe, respected, appreciated, and excited about learning. Full of practical tips, real life anecdotes, and
concrete examples, this warm and thought- provoking guide includes specific suggestions about language to adopt and
language to avoid. Topics include: using language to help children envision success; open-ended questions that stretch
children's thinking; listening and using silence skillfully; the 3 Rs of teacher language: reinforcing, reminding, and
redirecting; saying what you mean and meaning what you say; giving brief, concrete instructions; offering meaningful,
specific encouragement. The sensible approach this book advocates is backed by research and proven through decades of
successful practice in elementary classrooms nationwide. It offers ideas beginners can try immediately and a wealth of
guidance and support for those farther along in the process of changing their language.

The Power of Words and the Wonder of God
Girl Talk: The Power of Your Words by Pam Gibbs is a Bible study for girls in grades 7-12. Gossip. Lying. Language. Sensual
dialogue. Trash talk. This Bible study tackles these tough topics and challenges girls to let their speech honor God.

The Power of Your Words
Amplify Your Word Power Think about the thousands of words you use every day—words you speak to others and words you
think to yourself. They add up so quickly it’s easy to forget the power they hold. Bestselling author Stan Toler explores the
power of words as a tool to create, to make a difference, and to do good. Learning to respect the incredible effect of our
words, gives us insight into how they influence the people around us long after they are spoken. Words are one of the most
powerful forces for change in our lives. Learn how you can harness your words and reshape your world!

The Prophetic and Healing Power of Your Words
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I Have Come for Your Words is a dramatic demonstration of the power of the spoken word when used in conjunction with
faith and understanding. It digs deep into the meanings of the words and traditions of the Old Testament Hebrew culture
and unfolds a rich understanding of the word of God. It explains why this powerful gift not only moves mountains but binds
us to it and holds us accountable for what we say. You will be awakened to the power you hold on your own tongue and will
never look at everyday speech in the same way again.

The Power of Your Words
“This masterfully written book will help you understand that words have an inherent power, a force capable of lighting one’s
paths and horizons.” —Stephen R. Covey Aspire! by Kevin Hall is your path to “Discovering Your Purpose Through the Power
of Words.” Through stories and linguistics, Aspire! explores eleven words that, when fully understood and put into practice,
can help anyone achieve their best and highest self—in goals, relationships, and business. Spencer Johnson, M.D., the New
York Times bestselling author of Who Moved My Cheese?, praises Aspire! for providing “tools we can use to shape new
thoughts and beliefs to help us change, and create something better for ourselves and our planet,” while Richard Paul
Evans, author of The Christmas Box, says, “Aspire! has the power to help individuals and teams focus on their true purpose
and reach their best and highest aspirations.”

Power Words
When the language we use with our students is positive, clear, and purposeful, our classrooms are transformed. This
practical book focuses on five types of positive teacher language: Envisioning languageReinforcing languageReminding
languageRedirecting languageOpen-ended questions Book features: Guidelines for using each type of languagePractical tips
to strengthen your use of languageNumerous examples to use as modelsCharts to help you track your progress

Your Words Have P. O. W. E. R.
I agree that I have what God says in His Word that I have! If you lack anything, tend to be your own worst enemy, or fail to
accomplish what you say you will do, then this book will show you how to: Have strong faith Live in the positive Possess
what you confess There is nothing that equals the power of your words!

The Secret Life of Pronouns
Paperback
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I Have Come for Your Words
Creating Your World Through Words "No one commits to divorce just like that. No one becomes an alcoholic just like that.
No one kills someone just like that. They've been setup up throughout the course of their life to act in error by what they
have said.""They started early on by saying, 'Boy, life is the pits. This is hell. I guess that's my cross to bear.' Some talk
about the cross more than the resurrection. 'Well, you know, I'm carrying big burdens,' they sigh.""If you keep talking about
your burdens, this attitude will grow and fester in you. Before you know it, you won't like life. You'll wake up one morning
and think that the world is getting grayer every day. All the color seems to have gone out of the world, and it doesn't look
the same anymore.""Life use to be a playground to you; now it's a battlefield - created by your own words."

Keep It Shut Study Guide
The Power of Our Words
#1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer discusses the importance of words in CHANGE YOUR WORDS, CHANGE
YOUR LIFE: "Words are a big deal. They are containers for power, and we have to decide what kind of power we want our
words to carry. I believe that our words can increase or decrease our level of joy. They can affect the answers to our
prayers and have a positive or negative effect on our future. One might say that our words are a movie screen that reveals
what we have been thinking and the attitudes we have." Building on the premises of her bestselling books, Power Thoughts
and Living Beyond Your Feelings, Joyce examines how we use words-the vehicles that convey our thoughts and emotionsand provides a series of guidelines for cultivating talk that is constructive, healthy, healing, and used for good results.
Topics include: The Impact of Words How to Tame Your Tongue How to be Happy When to talk and when not to talk
Speaking Faith and Not Fear The Corrosion of Complaints Do you really have to give your opinion? The importance of
keeping your word The power of speaking God's word How to have a smart mouth In "A Dictionary of God's Word" at the
end of the book, Joyce provides dozens of scripture verses, arranged by topic, and recommends that we read them aloud to
strengthen our vocabulary of healing words.

The Power of Words
Words have power. The very words we say and think not only describe our world but actually create it. They have a
profound impact on our lives; in fact, our self-talk produces 100 percent of our results. In this pioneering, practical book,
Yvonne Oswald teaches us how to fi lter unsupportive words to produce outstanding results, changing our perspective,
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relationships, and ability to manifest our deepest desires. The easy-to-follow formula holistically blends the science of
language, physical well-being, and emotional cleansing. The "Keys to Success and Happiness" reconnect you with your
original empowerment blueprint and develop your understanding for a lifetime of success. Every Word Has Power charms
all of the senses and delivers powerful, easy tools for change. Tips, exercises, scripts, stories, metaphors, and science are
interwoven to create a dynamic blend of quantum self-growth that immediately jump-starts your transformation.

The Power of Our Words
In the Power of Your Words, Akwasi Maru reminds us of the power of the tongue and how to select encouraging words for
success. This book is all about Positive Psychology. Some metaphysical knowledge will be discussed showing the
relationship between the mind, your words, and our connection to the world. People may be unaware of the effect things
they say may have on others and themselves, but this short, yet powerful book gives instructions to use your mind and your
words to gain success in anything based on reality. May the Power of Your Words be with you.

Change Your Words, Change Your Life
#1 New York Times bestselling author Joel Osteen helps readers transform their self-image by saying two simple words--I
AM. Can two words give you the power to change your life? Yes, they can! In his new book, Joel Osteen shares a profound
principle based on one simple truth: Whatever follows the words "I am" will always come looking for you. His insights and
encouragement are illustrated with amazing stories of people who turned their lives around by focusing on the positive
power of this principle. With THE POWER OF I AM as a guide, readers will stop criticizing themselves and instead discover
their inner strengths, natural talents, and unique abilities that will make them prosper with self-assurance. Readers can
choose to rise to a new level and invite God's goodness by focusing on I AM.

The Power of Your Words
This book has been created so you can use it every day of your life. Prayerfully some of that fire and zeal in me to decree
and declare Heaven's agenda will jump on you. Remember, our words have much power in them: they can either make us
or break us, bring life or death. Each time you speak one of these decrees you are bringing Heaven to earth!

Write Your Own Magic
Words carry enormous power, the power to heal or to wound, to encourage or to dishearten, to speak truth or to deceive, to
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praise or to criticize. They can be the key to our success or the reason for our downfall. So, how do we harness that power?
How do we learn to use our words to their greatest potential? Robert Morris shows you how God can bless your life through
the words you speak.

Every Word Has Power
Are you ready to live a life of "Positive Output With Extreme Results"? It's time to switch on your tongue and activate your
mind to speak life into your situations and circumstances! So many women are trapped in a mental, emotional and physical
prison because of the negative words that have been spoken out of their mouths. What have you built with your tongue?
Have you built a life of supernatural results or have you built a powerless life with no results? Throughout the pages of this
book, you will be inspired, motivated, empowered and transformed by the amazing revelation of God. I candidly share high
ranking wisdom, powerful prayers, victorious confessions and life changing inspirations, with profound insight. This book is
a powerful tool that you can carry in your purse, place on your desk, share with your friends and family members. By the
time you finish this book, you will be speaking life and praising God for Positive Output With Extreme Results.

The Power of Now
At some point in every person's life, we will need a miracle from God. It may be for us, a family member, or a troubled child.
It might be a mountain of family or financial trouble, or some unseen force that fills us with fear. The late John Osteen has
good news for us. We can have a miracle from God, for God is a miracle worker. And He has recorded many of His miracles
in His Word, the Bible. Rather than running around searching for needed miracles, Osteen shows us how to put the power of
God's Word into daily practice. When we agree with, believe in, and confess the Word of God, miracles reveal themselves.

The Power of Our Words for Middle School
Joyce Meyer, # 1 New York Times bestselling author, helps readers tap into the life-changing power of positive words and
prayer to overcome everyday problems in POWER WORDS. Developing the habit of speaking God's Word will unlock the
power of transformation in readers' lives. In this compact derivative of her bestselling book, Me and My Big Mouth, Joyce
Meyer draws from personal experience and Scripture to illustrate how prayer and positive words can be used to overcome
every challenge that stands in the way of fulfillment. Joyce teaches readers how to to stop talking idly about their problems
and use God's POWER WORDS to defeat them.

The Power of Words
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From Bible times to modern times women have struggled with their words: what to say and how to say it. What not to say.
When it is best to remain silent. Or what to do when you’ve said something you wish you could now take back. Beyond just
a “How not to gossip” study, Karen will teach what the Bible says about the many ways we are to use our words and the
times when we are to remain silent. Using our speech to interact with friends, co-workers, family and strangers will be
covered along with the many places we use our words such as in private, in public, online and in prayer. Even the words we
say silently to ourselves. Unsolicited opinion-slinging, speaking the truth in love, not saying words just to people-please and
dealing with our verbal anger are sub-topics that will also be addressed. Each session will feature a different character from
the Bible, using them either as an example of someone to emulate or whose verbal actions we should avoid replicating.
Sessions include: Sparks, Squabbles, Spats, and Such: Our Words Matter On Filling Gaps and Zipping Lips: Listen to Others,
Talk to God Opinion-Slinging and Salty Speech: Assessing Our Digital Tongues Gossip, Flattery, and People-Pleasing: How to
Speak the Truth in Love Pause Before You Pounce: On Cultivating Soft Speech As Sweet as Honey: Wonderful Ways to Use
Your Words Designed for use with the Keep It Shut Video Study 9780310819417 (sold separately).

The Power of God's Word and The Power of Our Words
A unique devotional that shows how to find deeper meaning in your words—and in your life. The Power of Words takes
ordinary words that we use daily and reveals their surprising potential to do both good and harm—showing how our spiritual
lives can be shaped by our understanding of them. Just as the words of the Lord can uplift and guide us, so can the
vocabulary we use with ourselves and others. Discover how important words can be, and harness their power for hope,
healing, and success, in this inspiring book from an author who has been a business leader, an athletic coach, and a popular
gospel radio personality.

Your Words Hold a Miracle
Relationships. It all boils down to relationships.Everyone wants strong, positive, mutually beneficial relationships. So why
are they so hard to develop? Why do so many spouses have such a hard time communicating with each other? Why would
so many employees prefer to pull out their own molar teeth with a pair of rusty pliers than have lunch with their
supervisors?

Words and Seeds
To make the journey into the Now we will need to leave our analytical mind and its false created self, the ego, behind. From
the very first page of Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary book, we move rapidly into a significantly higher altitude where we
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breathe a lighter air. We become connected to the indestructible essence of our Being, “The eternal, ever present One Life
beyond the myriad forms of life that are subject to birth and death.” Although the journey is challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses
simple language and an easy question and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth phenomenon since its first
publication, The Power of Now is one of those rare books with the power to create an experience in readers, one that can
radically change their lives for the better.

Change Your Words Change Your Future
In this interactive study guide, you will discover the power of words to change the course of a daythe course of a life.
Popular author Sharon Jaynes interacts with women of the Bible to uncover the power of a woman’s words for good or for ill:
How did Rachel’s words shape her son’s character? How did what Sarai said influence her husband’s choices? How did
Elizabeth’s words boost her friend’s confidence? As you look at these Bible women and many others, you will learn how to
use the power of words to breathe blessing and right thinking into every situation. This companion to The Power of a
Woman’s Words is perfect for personal or group use.

The Hidden Power of Your Words
Akande explains how to best harness the spectacular power that is contained in words. Word can be transformed into
material form and be dematerialized. Word opens and closes any door. However, people need to know the tactics for using
words to achieve wonderful results.

The Power of Positive Words
Language may be a teacher's most powerful tool. Every day the words, phrases, tone, and pace you use have the power to
help students develop self-control, build their sense of belonging, and gain skills and knowledge.This book, by an author
with more than twenty years of experience teaching children and educators, will help you recognize the influence your
words have on the children you teach. It will show you how to use language more skillfully, building a classroom where
students feel safe, respected, appreciated, and excited about learning. Full of practical tips, real life anecdotes, and
concrete examples, this warm and thought- provoking guide includes specific suggestions about language to adopt and
language to avoid. Topics include: using language to help children envision success; open-ended questions that stretch
children's thinking; listening and using silence skillfully; the 3 Rs of teacher language: reinforcing, reminding, and
redirecting; saying what you mean and meaning what you say; giving brief, concrete instructions; offering meaningful,
specific encouragement. The sensible approach this book advocates is backed by research and proven through decades of
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successful practice in elementary classrooms nationwide. It offers ideas beginners can try immediately and a wealth of
guidance and support for those farther along in the process of changing their language.

Aspire
Simple changes in a teacher's language can bring about profound changes in students and classrooms. By paying attention
to your words and tone of voice, you will: Increase students' engagement with academicsBuild positive communityMore
effectively manage your classroom That is the message of The Power of Our Words, a book that has changed the teaching
lives of tens of thousands of educators since it was first published in 2007. In this updated second edition you will find
practical information to help you: Lead students in envisioning themselves achieving successUse questions that encourage
deep and creative thinkingListen to students in ways that support their growthReinforce students efforts and remind or
redirect them when they go off track. Throughout, you will find an increased emphasis on using teacher language to
support academic engagement and critical thinking skills as called for in the Common Core State Standards. And an
updated, livelier format makes this second edition even easier to read.

Decree Your Today
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